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Summary
In 2020, the total Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG) industry 
grew roughly 10.4%, significantly outpacing the prior three-year 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 1.8%.[1] This was due to 
COVID-19 related shifts in consumer shopping and consumption 
behavior. 

With the pandemic extending into 2021, these shifts continued 
evolving across Q1, with new trends emerging. 

As digital media consumption and digital commerce continue to 
fluctuate, it’s important for marketers to understand their shopper’s 
evolving behaviors.

This eBook recaps several CPG trends that have unfolded across 
the first quarter of 2021 and provides data-driven predictions on 
future behaviors.

The contents of the eBook provide an insight into:

The omnichannel opportunity

 

The pet adoption surge

 

What’s ahead for CPG



1The Omnichannel 
Opportunity



From online to offline

Omnichannel shopping, or shopping both online and in-store, 
grew by 50% in 2020.[2]

With the pandemic continuing to impact everyday life, 
consumer preferences for omnichannel shopping continued 
increasing across the first few months of 2021.

Looking ahead, an 18% increase in U.S. 
e-commerce grocery sales is predicted
for 2021. Not only will shoppers continue
transacting online, but they will also shop in-
store, specifically for perishable items.

Heading into the summer of 2021, more people will use 
both online and offline shopping channels. It’s important 
for marketers to have a holistic understanding of the 
omnichannel shopper to better understand their needs, and 
to reach them during the brand awareness stage of their 
purchase journey.

while preferences for in-
store pickup increased 
26% during the same 

time period.[1]

133% between 
September 2019 and 

September 2020

Shopping habits have changed

Online grocery shopping was widely adopted in 2020 as a 
result of the pandemic.

The percentage of U.S. consumers who shopped “heavily or 
exclusively” online grew by

More consumers shopped online and used in-store pickup than 
ever before, resulting in an increase in omnichannel shopping.

8 in 10
shoppers prefer to buy produce, 
fresh meat and dairy in-store.[3]



Understand the omnichannel grocery shopper

The demographic and behavioral nuances of the omnichannel 
grocery shopper can be identified in Ogury Active Insights.

We know that this persona is deal-savvy and likes to cook at 
home, as well as order delivery. It’s important to understand 
how their behavior changes quarter-over-quarter to better 
identify their evolving needs.

Below are the shifts in the demographics and interests of the 
omnichannel shopper persona from Q4 2020 to Q1 2021.

+13% in male users

-12% in users below 34 years old 

+7% in ownership of shopping apps

+3% in ownership of personal finance apps

-16% in ownership of real estate apps

These users are 5.11 times 
more likely to own ‘Shopping’ 
apps. Their interests include 
deals, discounts and retail 

apps and sites.

These users are 4.58 times 
more likely to own ‘Food and 
Drink’ apps. Their interests 

include recipes, deliveries and 
drive thru apps and sites.

53% are above 
45 years old

There are many distinct differences 
between loyal online grocery 
shoppers and loyal omnichannel 
shoppers. One difference includes 
their demographics. There are 53% 
more male online grocery shoppers 
than male omnichannel shoppers.

82% are female

Shopping Food and Drink



2The Pet Adoption 
Surge



Furry friend adoptions flare

As people adapted to social distancing, many Americans added 
a new pet to their family. Between March 2020 and March 2021, 
pet adoption surged.

The addition of a new pet has improved pet owners’ 
wellbeing. 93% of people who got a ‘pandemic pet’ felt 
improved mental and/or physical wellbeing.[4] 

To support these new pet parents, marketers should identify their 
varying circumstances to better cater to their needs.

In the last 12 months,

53% of new pet 
owners adopted 

a dog.[4]

32% adopted 
a cat.[4]

14% adopted a 
dog and a cat.[4]

No expense spared

New pet owners have had to adjust their lifestyles to support 
their pets, in addition to their finances.

54% of new pet owners adjusted their budgets to 
fit the expenses that come with caring for a new 
pet. This adjustment will continue to increase 
across 2021.[4]

It is estimated that $109.6 billion will be spent on 
pets in the U.S. in 2021, which is a YoY increase 
of 6%.[5]

Whether these owners plan to increase their spend on pet food, 
treats, toys or supplies, it’s important that marketers identify 
their varying interests to ensure they reach them with relevant 
messages. 

13% 66%

are first-time pet owners.[4] already had a pet and added 
a new one to their family.[4]



Understand the overall pet owner audience

The many distinctions between different pet owners can be 
identified in Ogury Active Insights.

69% of these 
users are female.

50% are above 
45 years old.

The top interest category 
is ‘Food and Drink’.

Identify the nuances between the dog owners and cat 
owners

The categories for which these users own 
more apps than the general population.

The top three apps owned within 
the ‘Food and Drink’ category.

HelloFresh - 
Get Cooking

Instant Pot

The Dog Owner The Cat Owner

Food and Drink

Shopping

Real Estate

Style and Fashion

Medical Health

Food and Drink

Medical Health

Shopping

Events & Attractions

Real Estate

x3.13 x4.45

x3.04 x3.49

x2.97 x3.49

x2.96

x2.90

x3.28

x3.08

x6.1 x9.9x5 x8.7x4.8 x8.6

Olive Garden 
Italian Kitchen

Noodles & 
Company

Olive Garden 
Italian 

Panera Bread



3What’s Ahead 
for CPG



2. The differing interests between dog and cat owners
will become more vast in the coming months

3. Shoppers will be more engaged with brands that
offer interactive digital experiences

The path to purchase within CPG is no longer linear. As digital 
media consumption and digital commerce continue to escalate, it’s 
important for marketers to understand their consumers’ evolving 
behaviors each quarter, to inform future activations.

Here are three predictions on behavioral changes as we head into the 
summer of 2021.

The path to purchase will be hybrid
With healthy lifestyles becoming a greater priority, more 
consumers will be purchasing perishable items. As 
restrictions ease and travel increases, many people will shop 
both online and offline.

Marketers will need to focus their media strategies on upper-funnel 
awareness to ensure it’s their items that catch the shoppers’ eye.

As shoppers spend more money on their furry friends, they 
will engage with a greater number of retailers. This will result 
in the development of new brand relationships.

Marketers should leverage insights to predict behavioral shifts each 
quarter, and tailor their marketing strategies accordingly.

As shoppers engage with more retailers, they will be 
exposed to more brand messaging. With increased media 
consumption, they will expect seamless and engaging brand 
experiences on mobile.

Brands should leave lasting impressions with impactful mobile branding 
experiences.



The Ogury insights shared in this eBook are derived from Ogury 
Active Insights. Active Insights is a data modeling and visualization 
solution, which brings to life Ogury’s unique, reliable personification 
data. This tool provides visual, actionable insights on audience 
interests, behavior and dynamics to inform and optimize advertising 
strategies.

www.ogury.com
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